In viewing the approach to English and other grammars in the light oi linguistic universals, the author feels that the principal itntification for deep structure analysis of English is that "deep structure analyses of all the languages of our multilingual world in combination can serve as a genuinely scientific basis of a defensible universal 9rammar." At the present time, however, teachers of English as a second language should teach "an intelligent updated traditional surface structure grammar at all levels below the graduate and even at graduate levels." Surface structure differences, which may be considered "peripheral" in considering languages in general, are nevertheless "considerable." (Given is an example of contrasts between an English and Spanish cpestion pattern.) After having taught the Jacobs and Rosenbaum "English Transformational Grammar" in a graduate course in grammatical theory and analysis, the author contends that the terminology and format of deep structure English grammar are "unnecessarily troublesome" at present. If the purpose of En lish teachers is to teach the English actually spoken and written, they must teach sur ace structure English. The author questios and discusses the desirability of thinking in terms of transformations at all. (AMM)
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LINGUISTIC UNIVERSALS, DEEP STRUCTURE riND ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE
In English as a second language we are generally interested in helping people master English in two quite different ways. We would like them, first, to be able to hear standard spoken English with easy compre hension and to speak English intelligibly and comfortably. This is the kind of mastery of language that children achieve much better than adolescents and adults are likely to; as such men as Wallace E. Lambert have been telling us, children do not have to "learn" spoken language, they simply "acquire" it. All that children need is to hear languages used frequently and comfortably and well in circumstances that make them want to understand what is being said. It is a saddening fact that, as Eric H. Lenneberg says in BioloOcal Foundations of laanguags (1967) , linguistic acquisition has been "stabilized" by adolescence. Spoken languages do have to be taught to adolescents and adults as well as to children; nevertheless if organizations of teachers of English as a second language concentrated on teaching spoken English to adolescents and adults and slighted the problems involved in teaching it to children, they would put themselves in the position organizations of dentists would put themselves in if they concentrated on filling cavities and ignored the preventive dentistry that sees to it that children grow up with teeth that do not have cavities.
In second languages as in first languages the child's mastery is not enough. People should learn to read well, and even to wilte well. In their use of spoken English, mature people need mature vocabularies. And mature people should be able to put faiirly complex grammatical structures AL 001 808 to use. Ke logg W. Hunt s LeveIls (1965) shows even the interdependent proportionative construction of the more xcal think about it the ?Mier it tete which certainly cannot be described as obsolescent or even litcrary" appearing fairly late in English-speaking children s writing. The real work of teachers of English as a second language whose students are past childhood ought to be concerned with the mastery of mature written English, not with the kind of linguistic mastery that children do not need to be taught. "seem to be more universal" than grammatical ones, a universal grammar based directly in meaning should be the best possible universal grammar.
The languages man has developed through the centuries are tools that are employed in the formulation and communication of thought. Up to a point, they impress us as quite satisfactory tools. When thought is complex, languages are not so easily managed; and at times we all feel as the Russian poet Tyutchev must have felt when he said that when thought is put into words it is inevitably falsified. At the present time it is much easier to describe the linguistic sequences people produce than it is to describe the thought that these sequences are intended to express. It seems quite
clear that at present we simply cannot base grammatical analysis on analysis of meanings. Noam Chomsky was essentially right, for 1969 as for 1957, when he said, in Syntactic Structures (1957) , that grammar is best formulated as "a self-contained study independent of semantics." At present, grammar cannot really ignore meaning, or phonology, and neither semantics (and lexicography) nor phonology can ignore grammar.
No one of these divisions of linguistic analysis can be truly "independent" of the others in 1969, but each requires a considerable degree of autonomy.
However it is based, when a reasonably complete, reasonably explicit set of linguistic universals is proposed we should all examine it 1 The English formulation follows the basic English subject preclicator-complement(s) word order of the declarative you don't like p19..pil fairly closely, though of the phrasal verl-form do like only the head word like is in the basic predicator position.
The Spanish formulation has the order complement-predicatorsubject. for example, in if his wife insists on new furniture and he himself wants a new car, what will pla...cylm? U in the deep structure the sentence findyou in this library astonishes me requires that something that in an "intermediate" structure is represented by it precede finding you in this library simply because we employ it in such sentences as it astonishes me they want to delay the introduction of words. If Lenneberg is right in saying in Iliciloigsaj Foundations of lesuaga that "words tag the processes by which the species deals cognitively with its enviromnent," I cannot see why anyone should try to keep words out of the deepest-structure grammatical analysis of the particular natural language we call English. An interlingual semantic analysis would of course be another matter.
The deep-structure distinction between constituents, features, and segments attempted in the Jacobs and Rosenbaum volume needs a great deal of pondering, I would say. Jacobs and Rosenbaum assign the this of this book the deep-structure status of a "feature" of the item represented in the surface structure by the noun book, exactly as they do the singular force of this item. "Articles" are assigned feature status, and this and that are classified as articles What Jacobs and Rosenbaum think should be done with other determinative modifiers such as stay and emu, they do not make clear; surely they know that since first Palmer and then Bloomfield made the unity and importance of the determinatives clear it bats been reckless indeed to ignore the existence of the total category.
When Jacobs and Rosenbaum say that in Jones imm of the ç what follow sammel is to be recognized as a constituent belonging to a category of prepositional phrases, surely they are on very weak ground when they describe what follows is in the tournament is in litj_ as simply a "noun segment" in which the preposition in is merely a feature of the noun Mix. If in John is a hero the verb be is used transitively and has full representation in the deep structure, then surely it is more than just a feature of the adjective heroic in John is heroic. If the out of the landlord put him 15 out is no more than a feature of the verb el (like its tense, which in the deep structure belongs to an auxiliary that has no representation in the surface structure), then a consistent analysis of the landlord ELI him into a much better szstrnent will have to attach an extraordinarily developed "feature" to the same verb. one of the three structures from any other or from an abstract structure underlying all three but instead should simply pick one of the three as "basic" and describe the others in terms of how they differ from this one.
In his S yxtax (1931) George 0. Curme assigned the main imperative historical primacy among main-clause patterns, and it is noteworthy that in One of the tremendous advantages of giving up the concept of trans formations is that we then have no reason at all to spend precious time running through complex strings of derivation such as transformationalistb have been buoying themselves developing in recent years. Thus we can say of zn down the street, in I see a man walking down the street that it is a gerundial subordinate clause modifying the immediately preceding nounal head and getting its implied subject from this head. There is no need to r 'art with something represented in surface structure by I see a man, and he is walking down the street and carry this through a series of eight formulations, one of them I see a man such that he is walking down the street, as Emmon Bach did in a paper entitled "Have and Be in English Syntax" in La.....:22aus (1967) . We can say of Rupert himself drank the coffee that the pronoun himself is the reflexive-intensive form of he used here as a tight appositive of Rupe_rti without saying ,tat himee f derives from a second occurrence of Rupert drank the coffee, as Owen Thomas did in Transformational Grammar and the Teacher of p3.01:ish (1965) . And we are not tempted to run through a complicated manipulation of complex formulas to show how the I of I will !Lem begins as a nom in deep structure and ends as an article in surface structure c,s Jacobs and Rosenbaum do. Instead we can say simply that I is a personal pronoun, and that personal pronouns and proper nouns normally have the syntactic value of determiners and noun heads together, so ti at both she and laile.Ey are syntactically much like that &IA ti their behavior. We can do grammar most simply without trans formations, and surely simplicity is desirable in grammar. To borrow a phrase from James Sledd, we do not really want to lead our students "from morass to morass." Ralph B. Long University of Puerto Rico
